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CREATIVE WRITING

➢Creative Writing is writing that involves 
imagination and invention in Form and 
content.

➢It means poetry, drama and fiction.

➢The fiction  may be long or short, the poetry 
may take many different forms, and the 
drama may be for the stage or the Movies or 
the Television.



Quotations of art and creation

➢“Creativity takes courage”

➢“Create with heart; build with the mind.”

➢To practice any art, no matter how well, or 
badly, is a way to make your soul grow, so do 
it.

➢Art washes away from the soul the dust of 
everyday life.

➢Art is creation of innerself.

➢Art is the creation of forms symbolic of human 
being.



Qualities of a good Writer

➢ Every good writer is a good reader.

➢ Creativity is a trait every good writer.

➢ Good writers are passionate about the 

correctness of grammar.

➢ A good writer must have good research skills.

➢ Good writers are unique – that makes people 

want to read them.

➢ Good writers strive for perfection.



Purposes of Creative Writing 

➢To Entertain

➢To information or Explain

➢To persuade

➢To channeling the emotion

➢Share Human experience

➢to create new meanings

➢creates positive impact



Writing process

➢Discovery/Investigation

➢planning

➢Prewriting

➢Drafting

➢Sharing

➢Evaluating

➢Editing and publishing

➢Formatting, Inner-text citation, and Works

Cited



Principles of Effective Writng

➢Identify the audience

➢Know your goal

➢Clarity.

➢Guide the reader through the text

➢Pick the best format for you

➢Maintain consistency

➢Present yourself well

➢Revise, Revise, Revise

➢Communicate clearly

➢Seek feedback



Writings that are not considered 

creative writing:

➢Academic and Technical writings:

Research papers, academic journals,

dissertations, thesis etc.

Evidence-based arguments, precise

word choice, logical organizations, impersonal

tones.



Spoken Vs Written Language

➢Spoken language involves speaking and 

listening skills, while written language requires 

writing and reading skills.

➢The spoken language uses tone and pitch to 

improve understanding; written language can 

only use layout and punctuation.

➢Written and spoken communication use 

different types of language, Slang and tags.

➢Written language is more formal and complex 

than spoken.
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